Violence In My Life

How has violence affected my life?
It has made my life afraid,
to ever to fall for the pressure
given to do the wrong thing instead
of the right thing

I have seen others fall into the
dangerous causes and affects of
violence.
And how it changes all of you.
It's hard to get out of it,
As long as you know what your
doing is wrong is motivation to make
you stop doing it, and open your eyes,
and realize you could
have a better future.

Violence is to me the action that
takes place in a home,
School,
internet,
and everywhere
Violence is an act of aggression,
the property of being wild or turbulent.
Last violence is pain
and hurt to
others and yourself.

So what can I do to stop violence?
Let's fight altogether to end
the ending war of violence and make
the world we live in a non violence free zone.
Arranging My Life

How does influence affect our lives?

It pays more than it seems.

It is easy to fall for the promises

given to us when we are young.

At the right time,

I have seen others fall into the
generous sources of influence at a

young age.

I have learned that to

get out of it, I must

work hard, be honest, and

keep my resolve.

This allows me to

see a better future.

Visex is to use the option that

takes place in a place.

Each interest

may influence

Visex to not act at once.

The beauty of price limits us.

Lost Visex is gone

and hard to get

off the map and

once our mistake?

So what can I go to after Visex?

I see Diarrhea at one influence dig

before the strike.

The smart one as Visex stops once.
As well encourage others to do the same
To take action and change our world as we know it

Help the ones who are becoming in danger of violence
And make them in survivors of it

So let's stop it before it gets too late that no one not even yourself can take control of it!!!

Violence is not just in my life, but in everyone else's.
The school requires office to go the lunch
and change one way
at the point of
Help does anyone are recomment
no get out of middle
another flash is in curious
of
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So 1 stop it before it gets
to late that no one but susbo
You can take caution
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is part just in my life
put in suspicious others